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A really innovative trend of the wine market: Wine with no chemicals added (Only wines)
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University of Pisa, Italy

The way of selling wines has changed dramatically in the last fifty years. If before we depended from the small national markets 
and from the media, scarcely spread and limited to the specialists, recently the globalization and the arrival of the web have 

revolutionized everything. Today is possible to share the knowledge (with zero costs through the social media) of the existence of 
particular products all over the world. All of that has generated the birth of infinite niches, which put together represent considerable 
volumes. The obligation of differentiate themselves in order to acquire attention from the customers has forced the wine merchants of 
any country to get wines with a history, an identity or at least some particular or unique characteristic. The clear target of any market 
is “the wines have to be healthier with less added chemicals”. The Only wine project is an experimentation conducted starting from 
2013 by the DAFE (University of Pisa) using both white grapes (2013) and repeated using red grapes of Sangiovese (2014), in parallel 
at University of Pisa and in Fattoria dei Barbi, located in Montalcino. The grapes have been worked in total absence of oxygen, with 
specific equipment at the University of Pisa and at Fattoria dei Barbi. No addition of any chemical product were carried out, only a 
light enrichment with MCR (Concentrated Rectified Must) in order to reach the 13% volume in alcohol in Fattoria dei Barbi in 2014. 
A protocol made by University of Pisa has been followed and all the proceedings and processing were done in vats saturated with 
CO2 from natural origin in Montalcino and at the University. The wine from the first vinification of white grapes in 2013 is still stable. 
The sample of red wine from Sangiovese has been available for whoever is interested, giving the possibility to judge the good quality. 
This project would like to represent an example of an innovative technology, useful within reasonable costs, which allows substantial 
reduction of chemistry in every step of the wine making.
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